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“

In just over an hour and a half of concert,
4DB made us wist our way through musical landscapes as diverse as varied,
transporting us to countries where jazz
and rock intertwine to the rhythm of a bass
and battery in perpetual discussion. If
this group came to play near your home,
rush, you will not regret your evening !
Thierry de Haro, chromatique.net
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The 4dB

The 4dB is a fusion group of progressive jazz rock, formed in 2013
under the impulse of the guitarist and composer Damien Boureau,
surrounded by bassist Olivier Michel, keyboard Thomas Cassis, and
drummer Francesco Marzetti.
These four musicians distil a jubilant music, which merges jazz, rock,
pop or world music. Each composition is an invitation to travel through
a universe rich in colors. The 4dB offers a singular music, which combines the richness of a writing nourished by the influences of each
member of the group and the freedom of improvisation.
KEY DATES:
• 2013:formation of the band
• 2014: the 4dB is finalist national of the springboard jazz in Vienna
• 2016: Release of the first album, Rokh, at MuseaRecords (Great
Winds label). The album is hailed by critics: Selection Album by Le
Monde, hope of the year chromatique.net
• 2018: Release of the second album, Animal, at MuseaRecords
(Great Winds)
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“

Founded in 2013, the 4dB quartet, with the initial name of its leader guitarist Damien Boureau,
recently recorded a firstt album, Rokh, a beautiful
surprise of the season. With both traveling jazz elements close to Pat Metheny, notably in his inspirations of atmospheres from Brazil (Nouvelle Vague),
West African rhythms (JR) and elements of the early
British progressive rock in the 1970s, reminding
of Hatfield and The North or National Health, the
voices in less (Eclosion, Reflection). The alliance
of timbres between the guitar and the keyboards
(Thomas Cassis) and the fluidity of the rhythmic duet
(Olivier Michel, bass, Quentin Rondreux, drums)
are the strong points of the band. To which we can
add a well-conducted ability to work on climate
disruptions. What we can really hear in the two
longest and most interesting compositions on the album, Hello Mister Bond and No Jazz For Old Men.
S. Si, Le Monde

Rokh

“

When jazz rock is mastered, it always lets the blue
note float. 4dB and his “Animal” are the proof of it.
This second album of 4db has the brilliance of
Uzeb. A comparison that will delight all lovers of
jazz rock of the 70s in search of new sounds and
virtuosities. In a slightly more progressive spirit,
the french quartet yet renews the feat of releasing a second album still well under control. We
close our eyes and the trip is guaranteed. [...]
The label of Metz, Musea, confirms that it
knows how to find true nuggets and push the
limits of its editorial line without betraying it.
Hervé Devallan, Rock Made In France
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The musicians
Damien
Boureau,
Guitar

Damien Boureau was born in Rennes, one of the most dynamic and underground music cities in France. He was rocked in his youth, both by his parents’ jazz and progressive rock and by the rap, reggae, electro, punk and
world music booming in the 90’s ... He was interested in classical guitar, percussion, bass. The electric guitar, which he learns as an autodidact, became
his instrument of predilection.
Fascinated by art in general, the creative process in particular, he decided to
become a fusion guitarist. He went to Nancy and Paris to study improvisation
and composition with some of the greatest French and European musicians
such as Yannick Robert, Jean Marie Ecay, Gerard Curbillion, Michel Perez,
Jean Marie Bellec, Christophe Godin or Peter Nathanson.
He obtained a Jazz Guitar Prize, the state diploma of Amplified Contemporary Music and the competition of conservatories of the city of Paris.
Hyper-creative fusion guitarist, he is inspired by both jazz, rock and world
music. He collaborates with artists such as Aurore Rakotomalala, Gaëlle Collin, Cédric Barré or Freddy.
In 2013, after ten years as an accompanist in different projects, motivated by
the desire to express his own artistic world, Damien Boureau set up the progressive jazz band 4dB, with the ambition to mount a sustainable, artistically
sound project offering creative, free music.

Thomas
Cassis,
Keyboards

After studies to the academies of Troyes with Ludovic De Preissac, then Reims
with Manu Pekar, he perfects beside Manu Codjia, Bruno Rousselet and
Jean-Christophe Cholet.
While pursuing a master of degree in music at the Sorbonne university with
Laurent Cugny, he studies the piano with Emil Spanyi and begins an abundant career.
We can hear him in the trio Kobo Concept, within the Julien Daian 5tet ( electro jazz), groups with which it shared the scene with David Lynx and Vincent
Peirani. He also plays in the training funk Urban Groove Unit, as well as in
projects of song (The Pretty, a feminine trio everything charms and in humor,
Yann Destal, half of the duet Modjo known for the tube “Lady”).
Thomas is a sought guide (road show with the singer Grégoire, the TV studio
set with the American soulman Aloe Blacc, the recording with Tal and Sean
Paul on the first album of the singer of R’ n’ B French). He is very active on
the young public scene in association with Virginia Capizzi. Their project,
Funny Zanimaux, moreover won the prize of Adami and academy Charles
Cros.
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Olivier
Michel,
Bass

He began the double bass to the Academy of Juvisy-sur-Orge in 1996 with
Fabien Marcoz. In 2002, he joined the National Music school of Yerres. He
worked it the double bass jazz with Stéphane Kerecki, the classic double
bass with Brigitte Quentin as well as the harmony and the arrangement with
Manuel Villarroel. He obtained his diploma at the end of studies in 2005.
He refines then his classic technique to the national Academy of La Courneuve with Sylvain Wiener and also developped the team game and the improvisation participating in Master’s degree class with Claude Tchamitchian,
Block Philips, William Parker, the group Print, Steve Coleman …
He studied in Siena (Italy) within the framework of the Siena Jazz Workshop, then takes lessons with Christophe Wallemme (trio Prysm). In 2008, he
arrived second of the International Competition of Double bass ” Bass ‘ on
2008 ” in the category jazz.
His curiosity brings him to diversify his musical universe, so much in French
song with Maryvette Lair, trip – hup with VOLYN, in jazz with Manuel Villarroel New Latin Jazz Quartet, J.S.Trio, Denis Uhalde trio as well as in rock
with Cléo T and R*F.

Passionate about percussion since the age of 6, Francesco Mazetti begins
taking drum class at the age of 14. His first teacher is Vittorio Marinoni, then
replaced by Stefano Bertoli.
During the last few years, he plays in several Rock / Metal / Progressive
groups in the area of Bergamo (Italy), improving different techniques and
refining double pedal skills.

Francesco
Marzetti,
Drums

Thanks to his mentor Stefano Bertoli, Francesco continues his studies and
plays in various Funk/Latin/Fusion/Jazz groups. He also attends jazz music
classes held by Tino Tracanna, Stefano Bertoli and Attilio Zanchi, as well as
Sandro Gibellini and Sergio Orlandi, where he has the opportunity to improve his improvisation techniques and styles.
His meetings with the Mexican artist Israel Varela and his passion for Latin
Music, leads him to a full and complete understanding of the language of this
specific music genre.
Thanks to Maxx Furian, he also has the opportunity to refine his technique.
Francesco is now working in cooperation with several groups, playing live
music. He works as an independent teacher in Suonintorno School in Gorle,
Bergamo (Italy). Recording studio collaboration with emerging artists allows
Francesco to refine his studio techniques and sounds.
He lives and plays in Paris since 2014
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Discovery
Of the 4dB
“We produced an album with a real work of studio, pushing the production, so that people have something different to listen. When we
are on stage, we come with something more raw, more direct. When
you do jazz, the stage is the heart of the music, the place where you
express yourself the most. We create a dialogue between us and the
public, to live something that we will not live tomorrow, and that we
did not live yesterday.”

Damien Boureau, 4dB

“We come to draw the color, the sound of progressive
music, and the jazz with the improvisation, with a part of
random and then of risk taking in the game on the instruments” Teaser of the new album, “Animal”

The albums “Rokh” and “Animal” are
available for listening on the site:
https://www.4db.space/en/music/

Discover the concerts atmosphere
via the photo and video gallery:
https://www.4db.space/en/video/

Listen to the musicians talking about
their project, their music:
http://bit.ly/4dB-interview-tv
http://bit.ly/4dB-interview-radio

The tour of the group 4dB: https://
www.4db.space/en/news-events/
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Main

Press releases
« This “Animal” only asks to be
tamed to better contribute to the
happiness of demanding and rather open amateurs. We can’t help
but go back to it after tasting !»
F. Delforge, zicazic.com, oct-18

When jazz rock is mastered, it
always lets the blue note float. 4dB
and his “Animal” are the proof of
it.
H. Devallan, Rock Made in France,
oct-18

« With at the same time elements of jazz traveler reminding Pat Metheny, in particular in his
inspirations of atmospheres from Brazil ( New
Wave), rhythmic of western Africa ( J.R), and
elements of the British progressive rock of the
beginning of 1970s of Hatfield and The North
or near National Health - the voices less (Hatching, Reflection). The alliance of tones between
the guitar and keyboards and the fluidity of the
rhythmic duet bass, drums are the key points of
the band.»
S. Si, Le Monde, sept-16

« Agile and full of jazzy
swing, the music of the
French group 4dB grew
in Pat Metheny’s sound
Guitarist et Bass #302
Start Up, sept-16

« The new parisian jazz-rock fusion scene grew
rich in 2016 of a new group, 4DB – around the
guitarist Damien Boureau ( the ‘ DB ‘ ). Atmospheric balance all in delicacy, climates where
the jazz-fusion seventies of Soft Machine comes
to be next to the jazz-funk revisited by Snarky
Puppy, while keeping this ‘French Touch’ of a
national stage so active for about forty years. A
real fresh breath of air over 2016!»
T. De Haro, chromatique.net, janv-17

The press release is on: https://www.4db.space/en/press-release/

Contacts
Press

• MRP - Dominique MARIE
11 rue Huon de Mery 10000 TROYES
+33 3 25 42 38 79 / +33 6 13 05 75 88
d.marie-2@wanadoo.fr

Label & record company
• MUSEA

138 rue de Vallières
57070 Metz, France

• Bernard GUEFFIER

Communication & booking
• Maïwenn Courbot
+33 6 51 03 61 40
contact@4db.space
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General Manager
email: manager@musearecords.com
web: www.musearecords.com
Tel : +33 3 87 76 70 49
Fax : +33 3 87 36 64 73

